
Witchcraft in the Old Testament
BY G. R. DRIVER

DE. GUILLAUME, following Professor Mowinckel, has recently
examined1 a number of passages in the Old Testament in

which he suspects traces of magical practices, incidentally throwing
light on several obscure Hebrew words and phrases which have
hitherto defied interpretation, or rather satisfactory interpretation.

Although, however, some of his suggestions seem eminently
convincing, it is difficult to accept his explanation of the mysterious
P!irt (hawwdh) or i"ITI (hdwdh) which occurs in eighteen passages

of the Hebrew Bible.
Dr. Guillaume, starting from the prophet's

yin xb njn rhp H
^aw ab ntt -pW Sam

(Is., xlvii, 11), argues that, because the " evil" in a is described as
something that " thou knowest not how to charm away", the
parallel mil in 6 is " an evil of magical origin "—quod non sequitur.
If anything in this verse were an evil of magical origin, it would
be the " evil " in a which could not be charmed away; the verb
which refers to mn is *1S3, which has no magical associations.
Unfortunately, too, for the theory underlying this attempted
explanation, it is extremely doubtful if *int£> has any magical
connotation.2

Dr. Guillaume then observes that this ppf! or nTl in eight out
of the remaining seventeen passages in which it occurs is " connected
with the organs of speech or with a verb that denotes utterance " ;
but this statement is hardly exact. The word is indeed so con-
nected in three passages (Mic, vii, 3 ; • Ps., xxxviii, 13; Prov.,
xvii, 4); in one this result can be obtained by emendation (Ps.,
xci, 3); in two it is connected by parallelism with Yftfo " tongue "
(Pa., lii, 4 ; Jb., vi, 30), and in another with PJB " mouth ", while

1 In JBA8., 1942, 111-131.
* See p. 8, n. 1. The root denoting witchcraft is sfrr, which seems originally to have

referred to magic circles (see Hofher and Rhodokanakis in WZKM., 43, 216-17);
the Ace. sahiru and Hebr. H0O " magician " (Ewald ; see Driver in JT8., 36,
400-1), the Hebr. "imriD " was bewitched " (see Thomas in JTS., 40, 390-1),
and the Arab, yc** " sorcery " (see Meissner, Kg.AO., § 8b for h = h) prove
this. May also the Targ.-Aram. "100 (e.g. Qoh., ix, 14) be added to these words ?
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WITCHCRAFT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT 7

actually related to 5*lp " inward part(s) " (Ps., v, 10), to which in
another it is again related though with no reference to any
organ of speech (Ps., Iv, 12).

However this may be, Dr. Guillaume proceeds to the next stage
in his argument, to the effect that the Ace. awdtu or amdtu " word ",
which is commonly applied in magical texts to the sorcerer's " evil
word(s) of power ", is philologically identical with the Hebr. HIH

(hawwah) or ,"llh (howdh), and that " thus Accadian points to the

meaning ' word of power' or ' binding curse' which fits all the
senses of the word in Hebrew, though in some cases it has become
weakened ".

The philological basis of this argument is doubly unsound, on the
score both of form and of meaning.

First, in regard to form. Dr. Guillaume rightly says that the
Ace. aw/matu is equated by Bezoldx with the Hebr. (TlH (hiwwdh)

= Syr. UOM (hawwi) " informed ", while Muss-Arnolt2 postulates

a \/'mh with reference to Halevy's suggestion that its root is

identical with the y/wmy supposed to underlie the Syr. -*»- (imi)

" swore " ; of this the Ace. awii or amu " to speak, swear ", whence
mdmitu " oath " is derived, is probably the source. Operating with
trebly weak roots is very risky work, and not the least so in the
Accadian language which unfortunately has confused several
guttural and weak letters; and Dr. Guillaume apparently feels
this as he does not make perfectly clear which of these identifications
he prefers. If he accepts nVI {hiwwdh), the equation of H (h) with

H (h) is open to objection ; if he accepts wtiol (yimi), the equation

of n (h) with a hypothetical w or y is equally difficult.3 Apart
from these points, an argument resting on alternative premises
cannot be sound.

Second, in regard to meaning. It is true that the Ace. aw/matu
is used of the " evil word of power " in magical texts, but it is

1 In Bab.-Ass. Qlossar, 2-3.
« In CDAL., 52-3.
* There seem to be no instances of *t initial H being interchanged with w or y

except in the hypothetical y/ylk (whence "sfsi) = 1J?rj " he went" and in a
small number of onomatopoeic roots (e.g. Hebr. 32P = Arab. _£», Hebr. b?VI
.= ?3n = and Arab "^jjt = Wyi), which have no bearing on the present problem.
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8 WITCHCRAFT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

also the ordinary term for " word " or " speech ". Consequently,
when it denotes this magician's " word ", the context must make
the sense abundantly clear; and, in part, it is so employed without
qualification, so far as I know, only in specifically "magical texts.
Dr. Guillaume, however, proposes to assign this magical sense
everywhere to the Hebr. J"RPI or nil"!, whether the passage in

which it occurs is otherwise of magical import or not; but the root
certainly cannot bear this strain.

Dr. Guillaume's thesis, then, that ppf! °r H1H denotes " word "

with the connotation of an " evil word of power " as uttered by
sorcerers and witches is, at any rate in my opinion, unacceptable,
and I am driven to re-examine the origin and usage of these terms
in order to see whether a satisfactory explanation of them is
attainable.

In this connection attention has often been drawn to the Arab.

i h awd) " blew", from whose root both the Arab, i:\jX

(hawd'un) " wind, air, atmosphere" and the Syr. )6cn (hawe')
it

" wind " are derived. These words are evidently cognate with the
Hebr. mil (howah), ("ppi (hawwah), and fi'lin (hawwdt), and it may
be suggested that, following them, these too mean " wind, winds ",
or the like, though in fact always used of an ill wind, whether in
the sense of misfortune or of slander. Will this meaning suit any
or all of the passages in which one or other of these words occur ?

First, I will take those passages in which there is no mention of
the organs of speech and in which the usage may not be so far from
the primitive sense of the root, translating them as I go :—

iTtrer ••jnn ah njn -pty nsn
men "bs\e\ ah rnh ybp bem

" and there shall come upon thee an evil
that thou knowest not how" to overcome,1

and there shall fall on thee an ill wind
that thou shalt be unable to propitiate " (Is., xlvii, 11);

1 So explained after the Syr. jj*SO Pa. domuit, coegit (of. Aram, "XnOf, Pa.

" impressed for service " ) , Arab, jx** " constrained ", and JX** (1) " scoffed ",
<2) " abashed ", with which the Ace. Sahrartu " oppression " is probably con-
nected ; cf. Is., viii, 20, where ^ 0 W may mean " compulsion, power to compel"
{Driver in JT8., 36, 400-1; 41, 162).
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irnn pppsr*1?? rjpotth xinn nfrby
" ill wind upon ill wind shall come

and rumour shall be added to rumour "

(Ezek., vii, 26), where " ill wind " and " rumour " are nearly as
nicely balanced as " evil" and " ill wind " ;

ITV infer OWMM' vgrn to bp& biptf ib
" would that my vexation were surely weighed

and my ill wind laid in the balance together "

(Jb., vi, 2), where "ill wind" connotes "ill luck" and is thus
properly parallel with tl>J?3 " vexation " ;

lob iry ab I S T ̂ rb_ vmu ID™
" they tear down my path, they make gain of my ill wind,

with none to hinder 3 them "

(Jb., xxx, 13), where again " ill wind " connotes " ill luck " ;

imn "op nj? nonx yess torn
" and in the shadow of Thy wings will I take refuge

till ill winds be passed »

(Ps., lvii, 2), where the verb is one commonly applied to the breath,
to winds and storms 4 ;

ntfK TIO nits vfrn "roa p viah rbn
" an ill wind to his father is a foolish son,

and the contentions of a wife are driving drops (of rain) "

(Prov., xix, 13), where " ill wind " (unHke magic words) is perfectly
parallel to " driving drop(s of rain) ".

In none of these passages does the context or the parallelism of
thought suggest or support anything in the nature of a " magical
word of power " ; in all of them something like the ill wind which
brings ill luck, misfortune, or disaster, offers a highly suitable
sense.

Second, I take those passages in which niH or TfWn appears in

connection with speech, proposing as a meaning something of the
same sort, namely words " like a strong wind ",B wild, windy or

For ?N (Hermann, following several ancient versions).
SoQ.
So Ehrlich, Psalmen, 312.
Gen., viii, 1; Ps., ciii, 16 ; Jb., xxxvii, 21 (PIH); Prov., x, 25 (HBTD).
Jb., viii, 2.
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10 WITCHCRAFT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

blustering words spoken by way of slander or threat. These passages
are the following:—

" and the great man speaketh the windy word(s) of his soul"
(Mic, vii, 3);

TAT BVTHM nionoi nvw nan "run "thr,
" and they that seek thy hurt speak windy words

and meditate slanders *• all the day "
(Ps., xxxviii, 13), where once again fllTl and |"|V1 are parallels;

" an evil-doer payeth heed to wicked lips 3

and a liar giveth ear to a tongue uttering windy words "
(Prov., xvii, 4).

If then this rendering of mil or flftrt is accepted, it is easy to
explain these " windy words" (Jonson) as something like the
rumorum et contionum ventos of which Cicero speaks, the blustering
and ill-founded charges of the speaker's enemies.

There may now be added to these passages three in which nift

is not directly related to the organs of speech as such 4 but appears
in a parallel clause, and four others which contain no reference to
speech but in which the sense just proposed suits the context.
The former passages are the following:—

" there is nothing sure 6 in their mouths ;
their inward part(s) are (full of) windy words "

s., v, 10);

2&nr\ rTnn

1 So Dr. Guillaume (see p. 12, n. 3).
2 Driver in ZAtW., 52, 144.
3 Literally " a lip of naughtiness ", in which Professor Mowinckel (Klagepscdmen,

181) sees witchcraft—surely a clear proof that the parallel PTin too means " spells " !
4 I put here the passage in which HTIPI is related to "JP! " palate ", since that

is there mentioned as an organ of taste or perception rather than of speech
(Davidson, Job, 50).

5 So Lagarde with several ancient versions.
6 That is, their charges are unsubstantiated (see p. 12).
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WITCHCEAFT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT 11

" all the day thou devisest windy words,
(with) thy tongue as a sharpened razor working slander " x

(Ps., lii, 4);

" is there injustice on my tongue,
cannot my palate discern windy words ? "

(Jb., vi, 30), or, in other words, " do I say aught that is unjust ?
Have I not the taste to discern and avoid speeches that are as
wind ? " 2

The latter passages are the following:—

" and he relieth on the abundance of his wealth
and is strong in his windy word(s) "

(Ps., lii, 9);

y\ roma
" and naughtiness and mischief are in her midst,

(and) windy words are in her midst,
and there shall not depart from her broad places

oppression and slander " x

(Ps., lv, 11-12);

" Yahweh will not make the soul of the righteous to tremble,6

but he will repel the windy words of the wicked "
(Prov., x, 3), so that they will do no harm to the righteous at whom
they are aimed;

" the righteousness of the upright shall deliver him,
while the treacherous shall be caught in (their own) windy words "

1 So Dr. Guillaume (see p. 12, n. 3).
* Jb., vi, 26 (EftflJ "H^N FTP), si vera lectio).
* Here again |1N (see p. 10, n. 3)!
* One 3"lp must have displaced a word of similar form and meaning.
6 So Dr. Guillaume, aptly comparing the Arab. w«j " trembled; composed

rhymes, made spells " ; he, of course, ex hypothesi is bound to prefer the second
sense.

* Or Op-Ji^l (Toy with several ancient Versions); but is the pronominal
suffix necessary ? The Versions may merely be filling in the sense from the context.
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12 WITCHCBAFT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

(Prov., xi, 6), which means that the insults and slanders with which
the treacherous bluster against the upright will recoil on to their
own heads. ]

Three points may be made in connection with these passages.
First, in Ps., v, 10, the next line, in which it is said that " their
throat is an open sepulchre " recalls a passage in a Babylonian
tablet* concerning evil spirits, which says that " the evil blasts
of wind have come forth from the grave " (zaqiqil limniiti iitu
qabrim ittasuni); here then it is not impossible that the Psalmist
may be suggesting that blustering words are stored in and are
poured forth from his enemies' bellies as evil spirits come forth
from the grave in the guise of gusts of wind. That, however, is the
most that can be said, and it is no form of sorcery or witchcraft;
this is not the belief that evil spirits can emerge from the grave
but the calling of them up from it as at Endor. Second, in .the
same place the use of 713J " sure " is suggestive, as it is elsewhere
used of certain or substantiated charges,2 and the antithesis raises
the suspicion that fl'liH are false charges; and Ps., lv, 11-12,

supports this view, if HO1O does in fact mean "slander".8 Third,
if iTfln is thus translated, the text in Ps., lii, 9, is correct, so that

imrO fJT may be left as it stands.
This discussion leaves only two passages in which HIH or

occurs unexamined.
One is a very familiar line, namely

rrnn 15^0 Bhjr neo
(Ps., xci, 3), which is translated in the R.V.

" He shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler
(and) from the noisome pestilence ".

It has, however, long been recognized that the mention of
pestilence is here premature; it makes its first and quite apposite
appearance in v. 6, which speaks of " the pestilence that walketh
in darkness " and " the destruction that wasteth at noon-day ",
where the parallelism is as good as it is bad in v. 3. Dr. Guillaume
therefore agrees with most modern scholars in altering

1 Thompson, Devils and Evil Spirits, ii, 130-1 Y 5-6.
2 Deut., xiii, 15; xvii, 4.
3 So Dr. Guillaume, who aptly compares the Syr. ^ i flVft or | A ^ i >^lO} and

- .Vn%^ accusavit, calumniatus est, to which the Arab. iJv»j " charged (a person)
with (a thing) " may be added.
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WITCHCRAFT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT 1 3

" from the pestilence of destfuction(s) " to ffiin "H'Tp " from the

word of destruction(s) 'V which he naturally interprets as the
magician's " evil word of power ", although the Psalm contains
no other allusion to charms and spells. All the other ills in this
Psalm are concrete. Can then "£^ be right, if flftn means " (ill)

winds ", here used in the literal and concrete sense of destructive
winds which are so destructive to those who dwell in tents ?2

If so, may it not have the same sense as the Ace. dabru " violent "
or the like, which often occurs in such a combination, here
particularly instructive, as ume dabruti " driving, violent" or
" destructive storm-winds " 3 ; the Ace. dibiru " ill-luck " and
perhaps also " pestilence " 4 comes from the same root. The verse
may then be translated

" He shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler
(and) from the driving violence of the winds ",

that is from falling into the trap set by an enemy, as a beast falls
into the hunter's snare, and from the dangers of nature, the tempest
which may steal a man away in the night and the storm which
may hurl him out of his place.5

Dr. Guillaume then sets about the solution of the last difficult
passage in which rfiiH occurs, namely

i r niin NDS form
(Ps., xciv, 20), which the R.V. renders

" shall the throne of wickedness have fellowship with thee,
which frameth mischief by statute ? "

This rendering, he rightly observes, is impossible.
1 So Graetz with several ancient Versions.
2 Cf. Jb., i, 19, where it is said that " there came a great wind from the wilderness

and smote the four corners of the house, and it fell upon the young men and they
are dead ".

3 Langdon, Creation, i, 142 ; ii, 29 ; iii, 33, 91. The fundamental sense of the

•^dbr is that of " back ", whence it is used of driving as done from behind and of

that Which lies in wait for a man behind bis back, such as " plague " (Hebr. 157)

and " death " (Arab. J j), whence it comes to be applied to anything that is

destructive or unlucky, such as " ruin " (Arab. jL j) and " defeat " or " adversity "

(Arab. »Ji) and any "violent deed" (Ace. dabratu); cf. Syr. ]

" drove with violence, oppressed " and J;OJ " agitation ".
4 Meissner, Betirage zum assyrischen Worterbuch, i, 34.
5 Jb., xxvii, 20-1.
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14 WITCHCRAFT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

Dr. Guillaume then draws attention to the fact that the Ace.
ubburu " to bewitch " and the Hebr. *DPI " tied a magic knot" l

offer a plausible meaning also for "[""Orr here ; and, relying on his
explanation of Ĥ H as an " evil word of power ", he proposes to

read NpS " binding " for KD3 " throne ". He is thus able to

translate this verse
" can he that bindeth spells charm thee,

he that deviseth mischief against the statute ? "
which ex hypothesi is the law against sorcerers and witches.2 In
support of JTfln KD3 " he that bindeth spells " he cites the Bab.

§a mamti ulcaszuSu " whom a curse has bound ",8 having failed to
observe that the Ace. kasu " to bind " is always and only used of
binding (the limbs of) the victim by the sorcerer or (the limbs of)
the sorcerer by the exorcist, never of the weaving of spells or the
binding of magic knots.4 So, too, the Hebr. n'lflDS " bands "
from the same root refers to the concrete bands sewn upon the
wrists of the sorcerers, perhaps to symbolize the binding power of
their words; it does not mean magic bonds or spells.8 Further,
it may be doubted whether any Hebrew Psalmist would dare to
think or speak of trying to coerce God by magic charms into becoming
a partner in wrong-doing. These objections seem to make the
proposed interpretation of this passage very precarious.

Can sense, however, be made of the verse ? I suggest reading

prrby bw i r nvn 6NDD "parrn
and translating this text—
" will he that dissembleth windy words 7 take thee into partnership,

(and) he that doeth mischief unlawfully ? " 8 ;
1 Deut., xviii, 11 ; Ps., lviii, 6.
2 Exod., xxii, 17 (18); Deut., xviii, 10-11.
3 Rawlinson, OIWA., v [not "tablet iv" I], 50 (= Fossey, Magie, 434-5), 66.
4 This is riksi rakasu (Meier, MaqH, iv, 108).
6 Ezek., xiii, 18-20 (see Cooke, Ezekiel, 145-6).
6 An Aramaizing spelling of PIBJ!; cf. Wp2 (1 Sam., xxii, 2 ; Is., xxiv, 2) for

iiSfa (Exod., xxii, 24).
' Cf. Dan HD31 D^yfflh 'ESI " and the mouth of the wicked concealeth

violence ", i.e. injurious words (Prpv., x, 6, 11).
8 Cf. Schroder in Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 41, 643, who proposes riB3Q HIllTn

bfiJ? I S 1 min " will he that dissembleth ruin be an associate of him that
frameth mischief ? i.e. will these two knaves enter into partnership to procure the
ruin of the righteous ; but the pronominal suffix with the verb is attested by all
the ancient versions and is too difficult to be lightly discarded. There is no
objection to the Qal of HD2 in this sense (see Prov., xii, 16, 23).
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that is, will this precious pair of knaves, the one secretly preparing
the " winds of blame " (Withals) against the righteous and the
other seeking to procure his condemnation by unlawful means, try
to make God a party to their nefarious schemes ?

It may here be added that the Ugar. hwt (var. hyt, hmt)
commonly means "word" without any evil connotation in the
texts from Ras aS-Samrah.1

Finally, I may add that I see no difficulty in another passage
which Dr. Guillaume can interpret only on the assumption that it
contains an allusion to magical practices, namely,

nono Toxn "pn^i rum nnto -p
" thou settest thy mouth to evil

and thou equippest thy tongue with slander "

(Ps., 1, 19), as I translate i t ; for I suggest that the Hebr. TOSn,
which comes from a root well known though not otherwise found
in the causative theme, is used in the same sense, though figuratively,
as the Ace. samadu in such phrases as kakke&unu sandu (for samdu)
" they were equipped with their weapons " 2—both with a second
accusative case indicating that with which one is equipped.3 It is
thus unnecessary to displace a perfectly good Hebrew word in
place of an Arabic one in the interest of a theory.

It is then here suggested that niH like fTT) means both " wind "
and " breath " and can be used like it of windy words.* It has,
however, always a bad connotation; it is the ill wind that bodes

only ruin and destruction, which the Syr. )locn (hautd) pernicies

from the same root also connotes, and it is the blustering threats of
" such as breathe out cruelty " 5 and the unsubstantiated charges
of the false witness " that breatheth out lies ". •

It is, of course, true that the wind is at times invoked in magic
practices and that Thompson 7 can speak of " tourbillons of wind
called eructatumes daemonum " ; indeed, the seventh evil spirit of

1 Virolleaud Anat 3110 3519 5951, Danel 15811S 16314,_2 + .
2 Rawlinson, CIWA., v, 35 (= Schrader, KB., Ill , ii, 122-3), 16.
3 Cf. nfen Ittfab"' (Ps., xxxv, 26; Jb., viii, 22) with nffla VPlbtt

(Ps., exxxii, 18) for the two accusative cases with the causative theme.
4 E.g. Jb., vi, 26 ; xvi, 3.
« Ps., xxvii, 12 (Dan flB1).
6 Prov., vi, 19; xiv, 5 (D~aT3 ITS1).
7 In Semitic Magic, 59-60.
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16 WITCHCRAFT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

Babylonian demonology is " the storm-wind, the evil wind "-1

That, however, does not mean that every reference to puffing
against an enemy is to be explained by magical practices, any
more than it is to be supposed that Cicero referred to such things
with his vento aliquo in optimum quemque extitatv; yet Cicero no
less than the Psalmists and other Hebrew writers lived in a world
which knew and had recourse on occasion to witchcraft and sorcery,,
To say this is not to deny the practice of magical arts amongst the
ancient Hebrews; that is clearly impossible, since the law would
not enjoin the execution of witches if there were none. I think,
however, that its prevalence amongst both the Accadians and the
Hebrews can be and often is greatly exaggerated. The remarkable
thing is the paucity of references to witchcraft in Accadiati literature
outside the collections of specifically magical texts, which, too, are
extraordinarily few in comparison with the vast numbers of tablets
now known ; and the same thing may be said of the unequivocal
allusions to it also in the Old Testament, while the' majority of
additional passages in which witchcraft is suspected are almost, if
not quite, all susceptible of alternative explanations.

1 Thompson, Devils and Evil Spirits, i, 90-l2 6 (mehU Saru limnu); cf. 62-366.
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